Yi Hoe and His Korean Ancestors in T’aean Yi Genealogies*
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Genealogies for the T’aean Yi descent group present an exaggerated rendering of their Koryŏ-period ancestors. The profiles deploy examination success, government service in civil and military posts, and other markers of political and/or social stature to insert these men into government positions, marriage relations, and activities where they were not present. This strategy resulted in obscuring the significance of Yi Hoe, a descent group member who passed the Koryŏ examination and served in both the Koryŏ and Chosŏn governments. That is, unlike his direct line of ancestors, Hoe’s career is confirmed in outside sources. Reading his ancestors’ profiles without confirming those presentations dilutes the importance of Hoe’s career in government service and his historical stature within the descent group.
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Yi Hoe (1354-1409) is remembered today as one of Korea’s most famous mapmakers. He passed the Koryŏ government’s higher civil service examination in 1382 and also served in the Chosŏn government. He compiled the world map *Honil kangni yŏktae kukto chi to* (Map of Integrated Lands and Regions of Historical Countries and Capitals), completed in 1402.8 but not extant.¹ And he is credited with compiling the *P’altodo* (Map of the Eight
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1. Kwŏn Kŭn, “Yŏktae chewang honil kangni to chi,” in Kwŏn Kŭn, *Yangch’ŏn sŏnsaeng munjip* (Seoul: Kyŏngin Munhwasa, 1993), 22.2a-b; the *Honil kangni yŏktae kukto chi to*, now held at Ryukoku University, in Kyoto, Japan, is not that which Yi Hoe compiled in 1402.
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Provinces), the map of Chosŏn that the State Council (Ŭijongbu) presented to King T’aejong on 1402.5.14. The P’altodo probably was the first Korean visual representation of the new kingdom, and it is generally considered to have been the base map for the image of Chosŏn in the Honil kangni yŏktae kukto chi to.

It is well known that genealogies printed by many descent groups in the late Chosŏn period commonly exaggerated the careers of ancestors who lived under earlier governments. Recent research has begun examining the genealogies of specific descent groups for how compilers enhanced and created ancestors, and what strategies those invented pasts likely served. Eugene Y. Park has shown how northern elite lineages in the Miryang Pak descent group repositioned their pasts so as to become “scions of the capital or southern local aristocracy” in Chosŏn. This author has similarly demonstrated in another study of the T’aean Yi how genealogy compilers modeled Chinese ancestors after Chinese elites, and considered purposes that likely informed the descent group’s inflation of its profile and stature.

Descent groups such as the T’aean Yi whose members rarely advanced through the Chosŏn government’s highest civil service examinations offer an opportunity to examine in detail the composition of Koryŏ-period ancestors. So too does the fabrication of Chinese ancestors who married imperial daughters, passed civil service examinations, and served in high-ranking government posts. In the profiles from the immigrant ancestor to Hoe, or from approximately the first half of the twelfth century to the first two decades of the Chosŏn period, biographical data reported examination success, government careers, contributions to the country’s defense, and marriage ties. Exaggerations, inaccurate information, and the improbability of frequent presence in the higher levels of the Koryŏ government, however, render the profiles of Hoe’s ancestors unreliable. Further, the elevation of ancestors into

2. Sŏngjong sillok 138.9a-11a [1482.2.13]; T’aejong sillok 3.27a [1402.5.16]; Yang Sŏngji, “Chin sinch’an Chiriji,” in Yang Sŏngji, Nulchae sŏnsaeng munjip (Seoul: Kyŏngin Munhwasa, 1993), 4.45b. In the T’aejong sillok entry the country map is referred to as the “map of our country” (K. ponguk chido).

3. See Yi Sugŏn, Hanguk chungse saboesa yŏn’gu (Seoul: Ilchogak, 1984), 32-33, for additional methods by which genealogy compilers enhanced the profiles of ancestors.


government careers in Koryo and Yuan China not supported by the profiles or by outside texts obscured the significance of Hoe in the history of the T’aean Yi.

The next section will read Hoe’s direct line from the immigrant ancestor through this official who served in the Koryo and Choson governments. Biographical data will be introduced, and names of offices, posts, and prestige titles will be dated where possible. Comment upon these profiles will be largely reserved for the section that then follows, where themes in the genealogy’s history of the descent group also will be considered. Concentration on Hoe’s direct line of ancestors allows the discussion to focus on a single category of men in the Koryo period. Expanding the analysis at times to include brothers and descendants will underline themes and problems already identified.

Ancestors and Descendants of Yi Hoe

The base text for this study will be the T’aean Yi’s oldest printed genealogy available for this research, the T’aean Yi ssi sebo, a comprehensive genealogy published in five volumes in 1926 and bearing a preface from 1838 and another, undated preface. A branch genealogy of one volume printed in 1936 and also entitled T’aean Yi ssi sebo will be cited, too. The 1936 text includes two prefaces dated 1819. Other genealogies will be cited where relevant.

Before examining Hoe’s genealogical ancestors, it will be helpful to outline the T’aean Yi descent group’s success in the Choson government’s various examinations. Six men passed the higher civil service examination (munkwa), and nine others passed either the classics licentiate examination (saengwŏnsi) or the literary licentiate examination (chinsasi). A larger, more consistent presence is found in the technical fields. Genealogies, extant examination rosters, and other lists identify sixty men as having passed the military examination (mukwa). In the technical examinations (chapkwa), there are twenty-two men who have been confirmed as having passed the translation examination (yŏkkwa), forty-five confirmed for the medical examination (ŭigwa), three confirmed for the astronomy examination (ŭmyanggwa, unkwa), and two confirmed for the legal examination (yulkwa). And 103 men are confirmed as having entered government service through the accounting examination (chugyŏk, sanhak).

7. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, (Tetsuyama [Ch’olsan]: Yi Kyŏngch’un, 1936), 1a-3b.
This record of absence in Chosŏn through the higher civil service examination stands in contrast to the consistent presence in high-ranking civil administration posts written into the descent group’s Koryŏ-period history. Inflation and invention, which endowed the descent group with a record of participation in the highest levels of the Koryŏ government, will be seen frequently in the profiles of Hoe’s direct ancestors. Those ancestors will be introduced generation by generation from the immigrant ancestor.

The T’aean Yi traced their history in genealogies to tenth-century China, but those origins and the Chinese ancestors were almost certainly constructed in the late Chosŏn period. The immigrant ancestor Li Qi, or Yi Ki in the Korean reading, is recorded as having moved from Song China to Koryŏ. Designed as the son of an important official in the Northern Song government, he married a daughter of Ch’oe Hang (972-1024.6.5), who was of the Kyŏngju Ch’oe descent group and who passed the civil service examination in 991. The Kyŏngju Ch’oe was one of the elite ruling families at the pinnacle of the Koryŏ government in the tenth and eleventh centuries. Chŏng Ch’ihŭi, author of the 1936 genealogy’s third preface, identifies Qi as the eldest of his father’s three sons. He dates Qi’s move to Koryŏ to the reign of Emperor Xiaozong, or from sometime in 1162 to sometime in 1189.

All T’aean Yi genealogies examined to date, however, list only one son for Qi’s father. The genealogical father is Li Gang in these lineage records, but this relationship is not plausible. The model for the father was Li Gang, an official who served in the Northern Song and Southern Song governments in the early twelfth century. This Chinese government official fathered five boys and one girl, but none of his sons bore the name Qi.

Ki’s first son, Yanghwan, married the daughter of Ch’oe Su, who was of the Haeju Ch’oe descent group. The Haeju Ch’oe was another elite family in the

---

12. T’aean Yi ssi sebo (1936), 3b (Chŏng Ch’ihŭi preface).
13. “Nianpu,” in Li Gang, Liangqi ji, in Wenyuange Siku quanshu, vol. 1126, Jibu 65, Biejilei (Taipei: Lichiang Chubanshe, 1986), 3a, 3a, 4a, 8b, 23a; Zhao Xiaoxuan, Li Gang nianpu changbian (Hong Kong: Xinya Yanjiusuo, 1968), 13, 13, 14, 44, 73, 192.
early Koryŏ government’s ruling stratum. Su’s father was Ch’oe Saryang, who was appointed to the senior second grade post of Left Vice Minister in the Executive Department (Sangsŏ-dosŏng chwabogya) during the reign of King Sŏnjong (r. 1084.10-1094.5). Saryang died on 1092.7.7. In addition to being the granddaughter of Ch’oe Saryang (?-1092), Yanghwan’s wife was the great-great granddaughter of Ch’oe Ch’ung (984-1068). Ch’ung was one of the most powerful officials in the first half of the eleventh century, and held the government’s highest post, Chancellor, for approximately eight years.

Su’s highest post as recorded in the T’aean Yi ssi sebo was the junior sixth grade Policy Monitor in the Chancellery ([Munhasŏng] chŏngŏn). In the 1891 Haeju Ch’oe ssi chokpo, Su’s highest post was Director in the Bureau of Reception (Yebinsi Kyŏng), at the junior third grade. In the Koryŏsa he appears as Deputy Director in the Bureau of Reception (Yebinsi sogyŏng), at the junior fourth grade, and on 1106.10.19 was sent to Liao on diplomatic duty. As for Yanghwan, he is reported to have received the title of Grand Preceptor (t’aesa), which was the highest among the three honorary titles together known as Three Preceptors (samsa), all at the senior first rank.

The early Koryŏ government limited access to the highest offices to a small number of families. The T’aean Yi was not one of these families. Of twenty-six officials upon whom kings had bestowed the title of Grand Preceptor through King Munjong’s reign, or into 1083.7, sixteen had served in posts of the senior first grade, nine had been honored as country founding (kaeguk) merit subjects, and one had received a posthumous appointment to a senior first grade post. It would seem unlikely that Yanghwan attained an honorary title of the senior first grade. The entry for Yanghwan in the T’aean Yi ssi sebo and the entries for the daughter of Ch’oe Su in Haeju Ch’oe genealogies do not report a government post or other details of a career that would support bestowal of a

15. Haeju Ch’oe ssi chokpo (Harvard-Yenching Library), 1b-2a; Koryŏsa 10.28a-b [1092.7.7]; Koryŏsa 95.31b-32a.
16. For Ch’oe Ch’ung see Kang, “The Development of the Korean Ruling Class from Late Silla to Early Koryŏ,” 245-250.
17. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 1b; Koryŏsa 76.7b for the post.
18. Pak Yongun, “Koryŏ sidae ü Haeju Ch’oe ssi wa P’ap’yŏng Yun ssi kamun punsŏk: Koryŏ kwijok kamun yŏngu (1),” Paeksan hakpo 23 (1977: 12), 130-131; Haeju Ch’oe ssi chokpo, 1b-2a; Koryŏsa 12.26a [1106.10.19].
19. Haeju Ch’oe ssi chokpo, 1b-2a; Koryŏsa 76.2b.
20. Koryŏsa 60.33b-36b.
senior first rank title. The Haeju Ch’oe lineage record, however, identifies Yanghwan by the term “T’aeanin,” which might be rendered as “a member of the T’aean Yi,” or, alternatively, as “a man of T’aean.”

The Haeju Ch’oe ssi chokpo profile for Yanghwan identifies his father as “pu Kongsō-gong Ki,” or the father Lord Kongsō (Yi) Ki. This title is also reported for Qi/Ki in the T’aean Yi ssi sebo.²¹ Perhaps a compiler of a T’aean Yi genealogy transferred Yi Yanghwan and also, or only the title for his father from a Haeju Ch’oe genealogy, borrowed the Haeju Ch’oe descent group’s prestige and history in the early Koryô period, and embellished Yanghwan and the descent group by linking his wife to Ch’oe Ch’ung.

Hoe’s ancestral line continues from Yanghwan’s second son, Am. He passed the “pyölsi” civil service examination and rose to chwasang, or Left Minister. Am’s wife was born to Sôl Haeng, of the Kyôngju Sôl descent group.²²

Am’s second son, Cho, passed the “munkwa” higher civil service examination during the reign of King Kojong (r. 1213.8-1259.6) and served under the next ruler, Wônjong (r. 1259.6-1274.6). His highest appointment was Chônbôpsa p’ansô, or Minister in the Board of Punishments, a senior third grade post. Two prestige titles are listed, Chosŏng taebu and Ajung taebu. The Koryô court used neither of these prestige titles, however. Cho received a special reward for his contributions to the defeat of Mongol forces at Koran-sa, a temple on Mt. Puyô, in today’s South Ch’ungch’öng Province.²³

Examining the histories of these posts and civil prestige titles may help establish periods when Cho might have “served” as Minister of the Board of Punishments. Chônbôp, the term used in the profile for this ministry, is an abbreviation of Chônbôpsa, which was the name of the Board of Punishments from 1275 to 1298, from an unknown date to 1356, from 1363 to 1369, and from 1372 to 1389. During the first, third, and fourth periods, the senior third grade post was called p’ansô.²⁴ The first period would seem to be the only possible time when Cho could have served in the Board of Punishments. His wife was the daughter of the Nasŏnggun Chin Maengjae, who was of the Naju Chin descent group.²⁵

---

²¹. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 1a; Haeju Ch’oe ssi chokpo, 1b (1891 preface).
²². T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 1b.
²³. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 1b-2b; “Munyŏk-gong myojo,” in T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 5a-6a; Koryôsa 77.44b-49a. For Koran-sa, see Sinjung Tongguk yŏji sŏngnam (Seoul: Myŏngmundang, 1959), 18.22a.
²⁴. Koryôsa 76.17a-18b.
²⁵. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 1a-b.
In the next generation Chongch’öl, Cho’s second son, served in the military as Junior Colonel (nangjang), a senior sixth grade officer. Chongch’öl married the daughter of Yu Hanp’yöng, of the Chönju Yu descent group. He was buried in Cheju.26

Hoin was the second son of Chongch’öl. Known for his literary skills, Hoin served in both the Yuan China and Koryŏ governments. He entered the Yuan government at the seventh grade. According to a Yuan government regulation introduced in 1287, Koreans and other non-Mongol aliens who graduated from the Study Halls (chai) in the School for the Sons of the State (Guozixue) began their careers at the seventh grade. Later in his career, Hoin held the post of Attendant Censor in the Censorate (Neitai shiyushi), one of the key offices in the Yuan government. The post, which was of the senior second grade, would indicate that he worked in the capital.27

In Koryŏ, Hoin received the prestige title Chahŏn taebu. During King Ch’ungsŏn’s reign of 1308.8 to 1313.3, he served in the capital as one of the three Kaesŏng deputy magistrates (Kaesŏng soyun), whose post was of the junior fourth grade. According to the T’aean Yi ssi sebo published in 1995, he subsequently held the prestige title of Pongik taebu and a post in the Security Council (Milchiksa), and then served as Minister in the Board of Taxation (P’ando[sa] p’ansŏ, senior third grade). He next held the prestige title of Kwangjŏng taebu and the junior second grade post of Assistant Executive in Letters in the Chancellery (Munbasŏng chŏngdang munhak). His highest post was Left Vice Director in the Executive Department.28 The T’aean Yi ssi Chönju punp’a Chŏngju sebo, printed in 1935, states that Hoin became Minister in the Board of Punishments (Chŏnbŏp[sa] p’ansŏ, senior third grade).29

Late in life Hoin fled to T’amna (Cheju), where he was buried in P’alwang-dong. He married the daughter of Mun Kyŏng, of the Kilsŏng Mun descent

26. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 2a. The “Munyŏl-gong myoji” has Chongch’öl’s military post as Chungnangjang, which was of the senior fifth grade. (“Munyŏl-gong myoji,” in T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 5a-6a.)
27. “Munyŏl-gong myoji,” in T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 5a-6a; T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a; Charles O. Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1985), 251 item 2684, 389 item 4746, 505-506 item 6626, 567 item 7717, 352 item 4263, 593-594 item 8184, and 431 item 5350, 68.
group. The 1926 *T'aean Yi ssi sebo* entry for Hoin records five sons, the epitaph for the *Munyŏl-gong* ("Munyŏl-gong myoji") in the same genealogy five sons and two daughters.\(^{30}\)

The government offices in which Hoin served and the posts to which he was appointed underwent several name changes during the Koryŏ period. First, the Board of Taxation was called *P'andosa* from 1275 to 1298, from after 1308 to 1356, from 1362 to 1369, and from 1371 to 1389. Each time the office name became *P'andosa*, the name of the highest ranking, senior third grade post changed from *sangsŏ* to *p'ansŏ*.\(^{31}\) Second, the Koryŏ court established the Left Vice Director and the Right Vice Director positions in the Executive Department during the reign of King Munjong, or between 1046.5 and 1083.7.\(^{32}\) Third, the court established the *chŏngdang munhak* post by the end of King Munjong’s reign. This post’s name changed to *ch’am-munhaksa* in 1275, and back to *chŏngdang munhak* in 1290. The post was closed at an unknown date during King Ch’ungsŏn’s reign of 1308.8 to 1313.3, and later restored as *chŏngdang munhak*.\(^{33}\)

The three prestige titles in these profiles passed through similar changes. Regarding *Chahŏn taebu*, the Chosŏn court introduced this prestige title at the senior second rank, lower in 1392.7 when it revised the Koryŏ court’s prestige title ranks.\(^{34}\) The Koryŏ government introduced *Pongik taebu*, the second bestowal mentioned, in 1310 at the junior second rank, lower, eliminated it in the prestige title reform in 1356, restored it as the only prestige title at the junior second rank in the prestige title reform undertaken in 1362, and replaced it with two prestige titles in 1369.\(^{35}\) The third prestige title, *Kwangjŏng taebu*, also was introduced in 1310 and eliminated in 1356. The court restored that title in 1362 and raised it to the senior second rank. The Koryŏ government subsequently eliminated the *Kwangjŏng taebu* title in 1369.

Hoin could not have held the first prestige title reported, *Chahŏn taebu*,

\(\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i\)

---

30. *T’aean Yi ssi sebo*, vol. 1, 3a-6a; “Munyŏl-gong myoji,” in *T’aean Yi ssi sebo*, vol. 1, 5a-6a.
31. *Koryŏsa* 76.15b-17a.
32. *Koryŏsa* 76.9a-b.
33. *Koryŏsa* 76.5a. This post belonged to the Chancellery, which was called the Naesa Munhasŏng from 981 to 1061, the Chungsŏ Munhasŏng from 1061 to 1275, the Toch’ŏmŭbu from 1275 to 1356, the Chungsŏ Munhasŏng from 1356 to 1362, the Toch’ŏmŭbu from 1362 to 1369, and the Munhabu from 1369 into the Chosŏn period. (*Koryŏsa* 76.2b-3a.) For the *chŏngdang munhak* post see Pak Yongun, *Koryŏ sidae Chungsŏ Munhasŏng chaesin yŏngu* (Seoul: Ilchisa, 2000), 359-368.
34. *T’aejo sillok* 1.45a-49b [1392.7.28].
35. *Koryŏsa* 77.47a-50a.
In the next generation, Ch’on was the fifth of Hoin’s five sons. According to
the 1926 T’aean Yi ssi sebo, Hoin’s first son was Supreme General (sang
changgun, senior third grade) in an unspecified army, his second son served as
a ch’ŏm chijungsā, his third son was Executive (p’yŏngjangsa, senior second
grade) in either the Chancellery or the Secretariat (Chungsŏ Munhasŏng),36
and his fourth son served as Assistant Executive in Letters in the Chancellery.37
The post cited for the second son, however, is inaccurate for the Koryŏ period.
Neither the Milchiksa, nor its successor the Chungch’uwŏn (also Security
Council), named as such in 991, included that specific post among similarly
named posts.38 Two of Hoin’s sons, according to the genealogy, were chaech’u,
or an official of the first grade or the second grade, and a third son held the
highest-ranking post in the military. These highest government offices as
reported in the genealogy resemble the career recorded for Ch’on. The wives
of these first four sons were not recorded.

Ch’ŏn was also known as Chang.39 He passed the Yuan government’s
higher civil service examination (“munkwa”) in “Zhizheng 13,” or 1353.
Ch’ŏn is recorded as having held several government positions in China. For
example, he was Minister in the Ministry of War (Pingbu shangshu, senior
third grade).40 He held the military post of Cavalry General (Piaoji jiangjun)
and the civil administration post of Secretariat Director (Zhongshu ling)
“concurrently,” though the latter post was “largely nominal, reserved for the
Heir Apparent.”41 He was the Branch Secretariat Manager of Governmental
Affairs in the Liaoyang Branch Secretariat and in the Shandong Branch
Secretariat (Liaoyang Shandong deng pingzhang).42 And he received what may

36. Koryŏsa 76.4a-b.
37. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a.
38. Koryŏsa 76.10b-12b.
39. Cho Chongun, Ssijok wŏllyu (Seoul: Pogyŏng Munhwasa, 1991), 122. Ssijok wŏllyu was
completed before Cho Chongun’s death in 1683.
40. Yuanshi 85.25a (2140) for the profile of the Ministry of War staff; Hucker, A Dictionary of
Official Titles in Imperial China, 216 item 2034. This note and notes below indicate references to
two printings of the Yuanshi. The first reference, for volume and folio, is from the 1916 printing,
in five boxes. This edition was printed with ten columns and twenty-one characters per column
on each folio side. The second reference, which is in parentheses, is from the typeset edition
41. Yuanshi 85.2b (2120); Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China, 379 item
4618, 193 item 1616. The King of Koryŏ received this bestowal in 1295.6. (Yuanshi 18.15b
[349].) In Koryŏ, the post Chungsŏ yŏng, written with the same characters as Zhongshu ling, was
the highest post, at the junior first grade, in the Secretariat (Chungsŏ).
have been a “quasi-honorific appointment” as Great Minister of Education (Dasitu). Ch’ŏn also served as Myriarch Commander in the T’amna Myriarchy (Danluo junmin wanbujun shangwanbu).43

After returning to Koryŏ, Ch’ŏn was ennobled as the T’aean puwŏn’gun and awarded 1,300 households as sigŭp, or prebend, but received 700 households.44 According to the 1935 genealogy, T’aean later became the descent group’s ancestral base.45 This ennoblement as stated in genealogies may be the reason that Ch’ŏn is identified as the historical founder of the descent group.46 Ch’ŏn, however, was not the first T’aean puwŏn’gun. The earliest confirmed, dated bestowal of a puwŏn’gun title to an individual outside the royal family is from 1305. That 1305 grant is representative of a change in the ennoblement system. From 1305 if not from before, Korean monarchs also bestowed noble titles upon individuals not of the royal family.47

Yi Taesun, a Korean eunuch favored by Qubilai Khan (Emperor Shizu; r. 1260-1294.1), received the noble title of T’aean puwŏn’gun in 1310. Taesun came from Sot’ae-hyon, in Yanggwang Province (Ch’ungch’ŏng Province in the Chosŏn period). King Ch’ungyŏl (r. 1274.8-1308.7) renamed Sot’ae as T’aean and raised its administrative status from hyŏn to kun because it was Taesun’s hometown and because of the Yuan government’s esteem for the eunuch. Further, the monarch appointed Taesun as the T’aean-gun chisa. Taesun’s younger brother Yi Kongbo, who served in the Security Council from

42. See Yuanshi 58.1b-2a (1346) for the Liaoyang Branch Secretariat, Yuanshi 92.7a-b (2332-2333) for a revision to the Shandong Branch Secretariat in 1357 that resulted in a post being renamed as Branch Manager of Governmental Affairs, and Yuanshi 27.9a (604) for an appointment to the Liaoyang Branch Secretariat Branch Manager of Governmental Affairs.
43. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-5a; “Munyŏl-gong myoji,” in T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 5a-6a; Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China, 385 item 4699, 458 item 5801. See Yuanshi 159.15b-16a (3749) for a posthumous appointment to Great Minister of Education and Yuanshi 169.17a (3988) for an appointment to a living person. Regarding the Myriarch Commander in T’amma, Im Suk (1323), Pak Toson (1362), and Kim Chunggwang (1376, 1384) served as Myriarch Commander (Wanbu). (Koryŏsa 35.10a [1323.1.12]; Koryŏsa 40.13b [1362.10.22]; Koryŏsa 133.10b [1376.5]; Koryŏsa 135.25a [1384.8]. Munadan Buqa also served as T’amma Myriarch Commander. (Koryŏsa 40.13b [1362.10.22].) “Munadan” is romanized here through Korean. Also see Yuanshi 208.19a (4624) for an administrative history of T’amma under Yuan rule.
45. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, 3b.
47. Kim Kidŏk, Koryô sidae pujakche yŏng’gu (Seoul: Ch’ŏngnyŏnsa, 1998), 145.
1310.10.3, subsequently bore this noble title.48

The Koryŏ court promoted Ch’ŏn posthumously to the prestige title Kūmcha kwangnok taebu.49 This prestige title was introduced in 1060 at the junior second rank. The court renamed the title as Kwangjŏng in 1275 but reintroduced Kūmcha kwangnok taebu at the junior first rank, upper in 1356. It then combined Kūmcha kwangnok taebu and the junior first rank, lower prestige title Kūmcha sungnok taebu into a single prestige title called Chung taegwang in 1362 and set this title at the junior first rank. In 1369, or after the fall of the Yuan government and the establishment of the Ming government in 1368, the court reduced the prestige title Samjung taegwang, which from 1362 had been at the senior first rank, lower, to junior first rank, upper and reduced Chung taegwang to junior first rank, lower.50 Ch’ŏn would have to have received the posthumous bestowal of Kūmcha kwangnok taebu between its reintroduction in 1356 and its elimination in 1362. This would mean that he held the ministerial rank posts in Yuan China by or in 1362, returned to Koryŏ before the prestige title reform in 1362, and died within ten years of having passed the Yuan examination in 1353. Ch’ŏn had six sons and one daughter. The daughter was married to Emperor Ningzong of Yuan China. Ch’ŏn was buried in T’aean.51

Hoe’s grandfather was Yŏngsu, the first of Ch’ŏn’s six sons. His posthumous name was Munyŏl-gong. Yŏngsu inherited Ch’ŏn’s post, presumably that in the Yuan government, upon his father’s death. He married the daughter of Chŏng Min, of the Tongnae Chŏng descent group. He returned to Koryŏ after “Yuan fell” (Wŏn mang).52 As the Yuan government permitted the inheritance of appointment to a military administration post, the statement that Yŏngsu entered Yuan service upon his father’s passing likely is a reference to the T’amna Myriarchy commander position held by Ch’ŏn.

Yŏngsu held the post of Senior Colonel (chungnangjang, senior fifth grade) in the Koryŏ military, but genealogies do not specify the army of assignment. For his service under An U and Yi Pangsil against the Red Turbans

48. Koryŏsa 33.37b-38b [1310.9.11], Koryŏsa 33.38b-39a [1310.10.3]; Koryŏsa 34.26a-b [1318.2.3]; Koryŏsa 56.36b; Koryŏsa 57.49b-50a; Koryŏsa 120.1a-23a; Koryŏsa 122.21b-23a; Sejong sillok chiriji 149.19b.
50. “Koryŏ ügye pyŏnch’ŏnp’yo,” 1146; Koryŏsa 77.44b-49a.
51. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-5a, 6a. In a branch genealogy printed in 1978 it is stated that Ch’ŏn returned to “our country” (ajo) after serving in T’amna. (T’aean Yi ssi sebo [n.p.: s.n., 1978], 2a-b.) The phrase “our country” places T’amna outside Korea in the fourteenth century.
52. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-b.
(Konggŏnjŏk), Yŏngsu gained merit (kong). However, the Red Turbans attacked in 1359 and again in 1361-1362, or before Yuan fell.

Yŏngsu subsequently became the Chief Magistrate of the Kyŏngju Magistracy (Kyŏngju puyun) and still later the Tongji milchik. The post name Tongji milchik may be an abbreviation of Tongji milchik sasa, a post in the Security Council that appears in Koryŏsa from 1278 to 1392. From 1362 at the latest “Tongji sasa” was of the junior second grade. If Yŏngsu was in the Koryŏ capital in or after 1368, he would have served in the Security Council while it was called Milchiksa between 1362 and 1392.

Following this assignment in the genealogy’s entry is the post chehak. In the late Koryŏ period, posts named chehak were in the Security Council and in the Hall for Treasuring Culture, or Pomungak. In the Security Council, chehak appears to have been introduced in 1362 at the senior third grade, but the court changed the post’s name to Haksa in 1368, and then later restored the name chehak. As “chehak” follows the Security Council post, it would seem likely that this term refers to the concurrent appointment which members of the Security Council held in the Hall for Treasuring Culture. In 1314 the court restored the name Pomungak, and introduced the post of chehak, or Deputy Director, at the senior third grade (or perhaps replaced the post of chegŏ with chehak). The court eliminated the post of chehak in 1356, restored it in 1362, renamed it in 1369, and in 1372 returned the Pomungak to the 1362 structure. Based upon the history of this concurrent post, Yŏngsu would have served in the Security Council between 1362 and 1369 or between 1372 and 1392.

Yŏngsu also served as Minister of the Board of Personnel (Chŏllisa p’ansŏ, senior third grade). The Board of Personnel was called Chŏllisa from 1275 to 1298, from 1362 to 1369, and from 1372 to 1389. During each period the post of Minister was called p’ansŏ. In addition, King U (r. 1374.9-1388.6) is reported in the 1926 genealogy as having ennobled him as T’aean

53. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-5a, 6a.
54. See Koryŏsa 113.1a-13b for the two campaigns against the Red Turbans.
55. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-b. Kyŏngju was the site of the Tonggyŏng, or the Eastern Capital. In 1308 the Koryŏ court changed the name of the Eastern Capital’s administrative center to Kyerim-bu and added the post of yun. (Koryŏsa 77.41a-b.)
56. Koryŏsa 76.10b-12b.
57. Koryŏsa 76.10b-12b.
58. Koryŏsa 76.27b-29a.
59. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-b.
puwŏn’gun. If Yŏngsu held a post in the Board of Personnel following his return to Koryŏ in or after 1368, he would likely have served in that office between 1372 and 1389.

The genealogy entry states that the Chosŏn government promoted Yŏngsu posthumously to the (senior first grade) post of Chief State Councillor in the State Council, or yŏngŏijŏng in the Ŭijŏngbu. That is, the new state honored the late Yŏngsu with its highest post. This post was called “yŏngŏijŏngpusa” from its establishment in 1400.7 until the bureaucratic reform in 1466.1, when the name became “yŏngŏijŏng.” As shorthand for yŏngŏijŏngpusa, “yŏngŏijŏng” appears frequently in the veritable records.

The eldest of Yŏngsu’s two sons was Kyŏng. Born in 1335, he passed the Koryŏ government’s higher civil service examination in 1375 together with Yi Soonggye. However, none of the extant rosters of Koryŏ-period passers of the higher civil service examination reviewed in this research include a roster for an examination given in 1375. Further, Pak Yongun had not found such a reference to Kyŏng or to Yi Sŏnggye as of the publication in 1990.10 of his profiles of 1,445 men who passed the higher civil service examination in Koryŏ.

In 1377 Kyŏng was a former Senior Colonel in the Divine Tiger Army Infantry (chŏn Sinhogun posiŭng chungnangjang). He served as one of the two Senior Colonels assigned to this army. However, this military post is not recorded in his profiles in the genealogies reviewed in this research. The 1926 genealogy reports Kyŏng as having served as Deputy Magistrate in Kaesŏng. His highest known prestige title was Kasŏn taebu, which the Chosŏn court introduced in 1392.7 at the junior second rank. Kyŏng’s wife was of the P’yon’gang Cho descent group. According to the 1987 T’aean Yi ssi sebo, he

60. Koryŏsa 76.12b-14b; T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-b.
61. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-b.
63. “Munyŏl-gong myoji,” in T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 5a-6a; T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-4a.
64. Pak Yongun, Koryŏ sidae umsŏje wa kwagŏje yŏng’gu (Seoul: Ilchisa, 1990), 325-557.
65. “Sŏngwang ch’illyŏn chŏngsa samwŏl il munsaeng chin [missing],” in Komunsŏ chipsŏng 23. Köch’ang Ch’ŏgye Chŏng si p’yŏn (Sŏngnam, Republic of Korea: Hanguk Chŏngsin Munhwa Yŏnguwŏn, 1995), 311. The bottom right corner of the first folio side of written text has been lost. Hö Hünsik suggests that this damage resulted in the loss of three Chinese characters. (Hö Hünsik, Koryŏ ŏu kwagŏ chedo [Seoul: Ilchisa, 2005 reprint], 342.) See Koryŏsa 77.31a-b for the military post.
66. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-4a; Yi Sungso, “Ch’a T’aean Tonghŏn un,” in Yi Sungso,
married the daughter of Cho Wôn, of the P’yŏngyang Cho.67

Hoe was the eldest of Kyŏng’s three sons. He was born in 1354; his father thus was 20 se at the birth of his first son.68 Hoe is considered the founder of the Haeju branch.69 He may have been an official in Hŭnghæ, in Kyŏngsang Province, in 1390, where he was known to Kwŏn Kŭn (1352-1409), who wrote the commemoration for the Honil kangni yŏktae kukto chi to, the world map that Hoe compiled in 1402. Kwŏn had been banished to Hŭnghæ in 1390, and mentioned Hoe in a note about the refurbishing of the Hŭnghæ fort.70 The presence of the two men in Hŭnghæ in 1390 suggests that they knew each other from at least that time.

In 1377 Hoe passed the sibu qualifying examination as a Royal Academy student (Sŏnggyun[gwan] hakaesaeng), one of thirty-eight such successful candidates. A total of fifty-seven men passed that year, four at the first grade, fifteen at the second grade, and thirty-eight at the third grade. The proctors ranked Hoe first at the second grade (iltu˘ng), or fifth overall.71 During the reign of the previous king, Kongmin (r. 1351.12-1374.9), the government had revamped the recruitment process. From 1369, students who had been called chaesaeng now were called saengwŏn and the Promotion Examination (Sŭngbosi) by which the court had selected chaesaeng became the Saengwŏn Examination (Saengwŏnsi). The saengwŏn prepared for the examination at the Royal Confucian Academy; they first passed the higher examination in 1369.72

As a “saengwŏn” in 1382.5 Hoe passed the higher civil service examination ranked fourth.73 More specifically, the proctors ranked him first among the

Samt’an chip, in Hanguk munjip ch’onggan, vol. 11 (Seoul: Minjok Munhwa Ch’ujinhoe, 1989), 2b-3a; T’aejo sillok 1.45a-49b [1392.7.28].
68. T’aean Yi ssi songye sebo, 2b; T’unggwarok p’yŏnch’ôn, 1382 roster (Imsul p’allyŏn pang).
69. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-5a; T’aean Yi ssi Chŏnju p’um’a Chŏnju sebo, 4b.
70. Kwŏn Kŭn, “Hŭnghæ-gun sinsŏng mullu ki,” in Kwŏn Kŭn, Yangch’on chip, in Han’guk munjip ch’onggan, vol. 7 (Seoul: Minjok Munhwa Ch’ujinhoe, 1991), 11.11b-14a [dated 1390.5.undated]; Koryŏsa 45.15a-b [1390.1.26]; “Yangch’on sŏnsaeng nyŏnbo,” in Yangch’on chip (Keijo: Chŏsen Sotokufu, 1937); T’aejong sillok 17.8b-11a [1409.2.14]; Sinjŏng Tongguk yŏji sŏngnam 22.31b. The entry in Sinjŏng Tongguk yŏji sŏngnam identifies that banishment as having occurred in the Choso˘n period (ponjo). The Koryŏ government built forts at Hŭnghæ and elsewhere along the east coast of Kyŏngsang Province in 1011. (Koryŏsa 82.30b.)
71. “So˘ngwang ch’il˘lyŏn chŏngsa samwŏl il munsaesang chin [missing],” 311.
73. T’unggwarok p’yŏnch’ôn, 1382 roster (Imsul p’allyŏn pang); Koryŏ munhwasa pangmok, 1382 roster; “Chŏnjo kwagô sajŏk,” in Kukcho munhwasa pangmok, vol. 1 (Seoul: Taehaksa, 1984), 55-56.
seven passers at the second, *pyŏng* grade. The epitaph for the Munyŏl-gong and the epitaph that Hoe’s youngest son wrote for his own mother state that Hoe passed as the top-ranked candidate (*munkwa changwŏn*). That ranking is an exaggeration, however. Hoe is the only member of the T’aean Yi confirmed to have passed the Koryŏ government’s higher civil service examination. The *Tŭnggwarok chŏnp’yŏn*, a list completed in the Chosŏn period of men who passed higher civil service examinations held by the Koryŏ government, records the three generations of his father Kyŏng, his grandfather Yŏngsu, and his great-grandfather Ch’ŏn (as Chang), and the father of his wife.

T’aean Yi genealogies and the epitaph for the Munyŏl-gong date Hoe’s examination success not to 1382, the *imsul* year, but to 1383, the *kyehae* year. In 1383, Yi Pangwŏn, who later became King T’aejong, passed the higher civil service examination ranked tenth overall. The year before, in 1382, when Hoe passed the higher civil service examination, Pangwŏn passed the *chinsa* examination. In the rosters for the 1383 examination, Pangwŏn’s title is “chinsa.” The year in which both individuals are recorded in extant rosters is 1382, not 1383. This pairing, though, gave the T’aean Yi descent group two such links to the founding family of Chosŏn. The father Kyŏng and the son Hoe passed the Koryŏ examination in the same years, according to the genealogy, as the father Yi Sŏnggye (King T’aejo) and the son Yi Pangwŏn (King T’aejong), respectively.

Hoe served in the Koryŏ government at some point between 1382 and 1392 as *Tosa*, but the office of assignment is not specified. In the Chosŏn government, he held several posts of the fifth grade and higher. His career

---

74. “Chŏnjo kwago sajŏk,” in *Kukchŏ munkwa pangmok*, vol. 1, 56.
75. “Munyŏl-gong myoji,” in *T’aean Yi ssi sebo*, vol. 1, 5a-6a; “Puin Yi ssi chi piji,” in *T’aean Yi ssi sebo*, vol. 1, 6b-7a.
77. *Tŭnggwarok p’yŏnch’ŏn*, 1382 roster (Imsul p’allyŏn pang).
78. *T’aean Yi ssi sebo*, vol. 1, 3b; “Munyŏl-gong myoji,” in *T’aean Yi ssi sebo*, vol. 1, 5a-6a; *T’aean Yi ssi songye sebo*, 2b; *T’aean Yi ssi sebo* (1987), 2b-3b.
80. “Chŏnjo kwagŏ sajŏk,” in *Kukchŏ munkwa pangmok*, vol. 1, 60 (for the 1382 roster) and 61 (for the 1383 roster).
81. *T’aean Yi ssi sebo*, vol. 1, 6b-7a.
derailed temporarily soon after the founding of the new government.

In 1394 Pyŏn Chungnyang (?-1398), Hoe, who then was a Section Chief, at the senior fifth grade, in the Board of Military Affairs (Pyŏngjo chŏngnang), and Pak P'o criticized the most powerful men in the new government over the form of governance since 1392. Pyŏn argued that administrative authority and military authority should not be held by the same people. It is best, he continued, when the royal family holds military authority and the officials hold administrative authority, but at present Cho Chun (1346-1405), Chŏng Tojŏn (?-1398), Nam Ŭn (1354-1398), and others hold both military authority and administrative authority, and this truly is not good. Pyŏn subsequently repeated these views to Yi Hwa, whom King T'aejo had named a Country Founding Merit Subject (Kaeguk kongsin) in 1392.8, soon after the government's establishment.83 Hwa subsequently informed King T'aejo. The monarch summoned Pyŏn, who expressed the argument again and added that Pak shared his and Hoe’s view. Two days later, King T'aejo banished Pyŏn to Yŏnghae, in Kyŏngsang Province, Hoe to Sunch'o˘n, in Chŏlla Province, and Pak to Chukchu (as Chuksan from 141384), in Ch'ungch'ŏng Province. Further, he stripped Pyŏn and Hoe of their posts.85 Pak’s participation was significant because he was a military official and King T’aejo had named him a Country Founding Merit Subject in 1392.8.86

Their exiles were not permanent. Pyŏn held a government post on 1398.1.23 (Royal Academy Headmaster, senior third grade; Sŏnggyungwan Taesasŏng). Pak is next known to have been in government service (Chungch’uwŏn kyŏm Huangju suryŏng) in 1396.3.87 As for Hoe, the court is known to have appointed him to two posts (Chi Tanju sa and Tanju Chamokso chegŏ) in Tanju (from 1413 as Tanch’ŏn88), in the Northeast


83. T'aejo sillok 1.52b-53b [1392.8.20].
84. Sejong sillok (chiriji) 149.8a-b.
85. T'aejo sillok 6.16b [1394.11.4]; T'aejo sillok 6.16b [1394.11.6]; Kukcho pogam, vol. 1 (Seoul: Sejong Taewang Kinyŏm Saophoe, 1976.6), 1.10a-b; Chŏng Tojŏn, Sambong chip, in Han’guk munjiip cb’onggam, vol. 5, (Seoul: Minjok Munhwach’ujinhoe, 1991), 14.20b-21a [1392.7]. The Kukcho pogam and the entry in Chŏng Tojŏn’s collected writings date this criticism to 1392.
86. T'aejo sillok 1.52b-53b [1392.8.20].
87. Pyŏn Chungnyang: T'aejo sillok 13.2b-3a [1398.1.23]; Pak P'o: T'aejo sillok 9.3b [1396.3.7]. Pyŏn Chungnyang had not yet returned to the government when his father Pyŏn Ongnan died on 1395.1.23. The obituary for Pyŏn Ongnan identifies Chungnyang as having “reached the [senior third grade] post of [Royal Secretariat] Fifth Royal Secretary” (kwan ch’i Ubusingi). (T’aejo sillok 7.2a-b [1395.1.23].)
District (Tongbuk-myon; later as Hamgyeong Province, among other names). The date of the first appointment is not known; the second appointment occurred on 1398.2.3.89

Hoe had returned to the capital by 1402.5, when the State Council presented to King Taejong the map of Choson that Yang Songji (1415-1482) later attributed to him and referred to as the P’altodo. He compiled the Honil kangni yoktae kukto chi to map while Legal Secretary (komsang), or an official responsible for compiling state documents, including law codes.90 Perhaps it was service in this post that led to Hoe’s assignment to compile the world map in 1402. In 1403.8 he was First Secretary in the State Council (Uijongbu sain), and held this post in 1403.10, too.91 One year later, in 1404.10, Hoe, who then served in the Board of Punishments (Hyongjo uirang), was exiled to Ongjin County, in Hwanghae Province, one of fourteen officials banished on the same day.92

In 1407 King Taejong gave Hoe the opportunity to visit Ming China. As a Director in the Office of Royal Sacrifices (Ammul Pongsang[si] yong), Hoe served as the higher-ranking of the two Bursars in the 1408 New Year embassy. The Crown Prince (seja), the Yangyong Taegun Yi Che (1394-1462.9.6), who was the first son of King Taejong, led the embassy as Envoy (chinp’yosa). He was fourteen se when the embassy departed from Hansong in 1407.9. Hoe’s superiors included Yi Mu (1355-1409), who was the embassy’s third-ranking member as chinjonsa and one of the officials who had supervised the compilation of the Honil kangni yoktae kukto chi to.93

In Nanjing the embassy lodged at the hall for visiting envoys

88. Sinjong Tongguk yoji simgnam 49.23b.
89. Taejong sillok 13.4b [1398.2.3].
90. Taejong sillok 3.27a [1402.5.16]; Songjong sillok 138.9a-11a [1482.2.13]; Yang Songji, “Chin sinch’an Chiriji,” in Nulchae sonsaeng munjip, 4.45b; Kwôn Kün, commemoration to Honil kangni yoktae kukto chi to.
91. Legal Secretary (Choyeso Komsang): Taejong sillok 6.1b-2a [1403.7.16]; State Council First Secretary (Uijongbu Sain): Taejong sillok 6.8b [1403.8.21], Taejong sillok 6.19b-20b [1403.10.11].
92. Taejong sillok 8.24b [1404.10.22]; Taejong sillok 8.23a-b [1404.10.21]; Taejong sillok 8.24b [1404.10.22]. The post in the Board of Punishments that Hoe held may have been eliminated in the bureaucratic reforms introduced on 1405.3.1. (Taejong sillok 9.5a-6b [1405.3.1].)
93. Taejong sillok 14.29a-30a [1407.9.25]; Chonju Yi ssi Yangyong Taewongun Hamyanggun p’a sebo (Pyongtaek, Republic of Korea: Yi Pyongsik, 1993), 1a. In the 1392.7 reforms to the bureaucracy inherited from the Koryo government, the Choson court placed the Pongsangsi yongsan (Office of Sacrificial Ceremonies Superintendent; two officials) at the ninth grade. (Taejo sillok 1.45a-49b [1392.7.28].)
At the New Year’s greeting, the Crown Prince presented horses, gold and silver objects, and local products to the Yongle Emperor. The emperor bestowed gifts upon the Crown Prince, a set of gifts upon thirty-five members from Yi Ch’ŏnu (?-1417), who as the First Vice Envoy (Pu[sal]), and already ennobled as the Wansangun and then as the Wansanhu, was the embassy’s second-ranking member and the highest-ranking official, through assistants (chongsagwan). He also bestowed lesser gifts upon seventy-eight participants in lower positions.

During the embassy Hoe gained, or advanced, a reputation for poetry. The emperor suggested that the guests visit the Chaodian-gong palace and the Linggu-si, Dianxi-si, Dianjie-si, and Nengren-si temples. The Second Vice Envoy (Pu[sal]) Yi Nae (1362-1416), the Attendant to the Envoy (sijonggwan) Maeng Sasŏng (1360-1438), the Scribe (sŏjanggwan) Sŏl Ch’ing, and Hoe later accompanied the emperor to Linggu-si. This temple was northeast of the city wall and inside Yingdian-fu’s outer wall. At the temple, the emperor urged each of the Koreans to continue his own poem praising Buddhism (K. ch’anbulsi) and submit their efforts.

This poetry exchange is also mentioned in the T’aean Yi ssi sebo’s profile of Hoe. According to that text, the Yongle Emperor urged his foreign guests to add a linked verse to his poem. None dared pick up a brush. Hoe did, though, and presented his verse to the emperor. The Yongle Emperor later presented him with myriad gifts. His poetic skill was remembered in later lists of Korean brush names and rosters of Koryŏ-period examination passers.

---

94. Taizong shilu 75.1a [1408.1.1].
95. Taizong shilu 75.1a-b [1408.1.7]; T’aejong sillok 15.13b [1408.4.2]; Chŏngjong sillok 3.4a-7b [1400.1.28]; T’aejong sillok 4.12b [1400.5.8]. Yi Ch’ŏnu was later ennobled as the Wansan Puwŏngun. (T’aejong sillok 27.3a [1414.1.13].)
96. For the temples and for Mt. Zhong, see Da Ming yitong zhi, the Ming government gazetteer completed in 1461. (Da Ming yitong zhi, [Taipei: Tongyi Chuban Yinshua Gongsī, 1965], 6.6a-b, 6.18b.) Linggu-si received this name during the Emperor Hongwu’s reign. (Yingdian-fu zhi, in Yingdian-fu zhi – Jiangnin-xian zhi, [Beijing: Zhongguo Shudian 1992], 23.1a-b.) Dianxi-si does not appear in the Da Ming yitong zhi or in the Yingdian-fu zhi. This temple name may be a mistake for Yongfu-si, which is written with similar characters. (Da Ming yitong zhi 6.19a; Yingdian-fu zhi, 23.5a.) For maps showing the location of Linggu-si, see “Du Cheng tu,” plate no. 193, in Zhongguo gudai dituji: Ming-dai, (Beijing: Wenwu Chubanshe, 1994), and Edward L. Farmer, Early Ming Government: The Evolution of Dual Capitals (Cambridge, MA: East Asian Research Center, Harvard University, 1976), 52.
97. T’aejong sillok 14.14a [1408.4.2]; T’aejong sillok 14.15b-16a [1408.4.2].
98. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, 3a-4b.
99. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, 3a-4b; Tongnam hobo (Seoul: Asea Munhwasa, 1980), 278 (2.41b); Hobo (Seoul: Kukhak Charyowŏn, 1994), 424; Maema Kyusaku, Meisefu (Seoul: Asea
writings were collected in a “five-volume munjip.”

The embassy returned to Chosŏn by ship. While at sea, pirates (haejoḵ) boarded one or more of the vessels, but soon returned to their boats without inflicting any damage or stealing any items. This attack adds another to the list of maritime incidents and coastal raids between 1350 and the early 1420s.

King T‘aejong appointed Hoe as Right Second Censor in the Office of the Censor-General (Saganwŏn usagan) on 1409.4.16, a special director in the newly-established Bureau of Record Checking (Swaegwŏnsaek pyŏlgam) on 1409.4.19, and Left Second Censor in the Office of the Censor-General (Saganwŏn chwasagan) on 1409.Intercalary 4.29. (He may have held the second appointment concurrently with the first and third assignments. Both Second Censor posts were of the senior third grade.) The Left Second Censor post and the appointment to the supernumerary post of Second Deputy Director in the Hall for Treasuring Culture (Pomungak chikchehak) are noted in genealogies. The fullest rendition of these two posts is as T‘ongjŏng taebu Saganwŏn chwasagan taebu Pomungak chikchehak. The prestige title T‘ongjŏng taebu was at the senior third rank, upper.

Hoe also is identified as the Left Second Censor in the Office of the Censor-General and as the Deputy Director in the Office of Royal Decrees (Saganwŏn chwasagan Yemungwan chehak). The Koryŏ court introduced the Deputy

---


102. T‘aejong sillok 17.24a [1409.4.16]; T‘aejong sillok 17.24b [1409.4.19]; T‘aejong sillok 17.35a [1409.Intercalary 4.29]. More specifically, the full titles of the two Second Censor posts are Saganwŏn Usagan Taebu and Saganwŏn Chwasagan Taebu.

103. T‘aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-5a; Nam Kon, “Haengjang,” in Yi Sŭngso, Samt’an ship, in Han’guk munjip ch’onggan, vol. 11 (Seoul: Minjok Munhwa Ch’ujinhoe, 1989), 1a. The Second Deputy Director post was at the third grade when the court renamed the Hall for Treasuring Culture as the Hall of Worthies (Chiphyŏnjŏn) in 1420.3. (Sejong sillok 7.30a [1420.3.16].)


105. T‘aejo sillok 1.45a-49b [1392.7.28].
Director post into the Office of Royal Decrees at the junior third grade in 1362. He served at the senior third grade near or at the end of his career. But it is unclear when the court raised Deputy Director of the Office of Royal Decrees to junior second grade.  

In 1409, Hoe fell ill with a stomach ailment. Despite his wife’s concerns and medical treatment provided by the government office in Haeju, he died on 1409.6.3 (July 15, 1409, following the solar calendar). The court posthumously promoted him to Inspector-General at the Office of the Inspector-General (Sahŏnbu taesahŏn), which, at the junior second grade, was the highest-ranking post in that office. He was buried in the eighth month on Mt. Tonghwa, in Haeju County.  

Hoe’s wife was the second daughter of Yi Maengun, of the Ongjin Yi descent group. This descent group is also known as the Hwasan Yi. Haeju County and Ongjin County shared a border, Ongjin being to the southwest. She was born on 1363.2.6 (February 20, 1363), and passed away in 1427.2 at the age of 65 se. Her grave and her husband’s grave share(d) the same burial site (tongwŏn). 

Hoe raised three sons and one daughter. In the T’aean Yi ssi sebo they are listed sons first, daughter fourth. However, in the Ssijok wŏllyu, which lists only one son and the daughter, the daughter is listed before the son, who was Hoe’s second son. As the T’aean Yi genealogy in the Ssijok wŏllyu also lists a daughter before a son in two other generations, it seems quite possible that this genealogy presents the birth order. If it does, then the birth order of Hoe’s four children becomes son, daughter, son, and son. 

Hoe’s three sons raised five sons and two daughters, his daughter three sons and three daughters. The five grandsons born to Hoe’s sons raised six sons and three daughters. None of his sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons passed the higher civil service examination or achieved posts of the rank he attained, however.

---


107. For Deputy Director of the Office of Royal Decrees as a junior second grade post see Sejong sillok, Oye, Karye ŭisik, Sangeb’amiŭ, 132.51b-52a. 

108. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, “Puin Yi ssi chi piji,” 6b-7a; T’aean Yi ssi songye sebo, 3a. 


110. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 3a-5a. 

111. Ssijok wŏllyu, 122.
Hoe and several of the Korean ancestors in his direct line passed government examinations and served in high-ranking court positions. Despite their history of presence and participation in the Koryŏ government over each generation from Yanghwan, the first ancestor to be confirmed in outside sources is Hoe’s great-grandfather Ch’ŏn (also known, as noted, as Chang), in the list of the four ancestors in the T’inggwarok chŏnp’yŏn. As will be shown below, the author(s) of the profiles embedded Hoe’s ancestors into patterns and events in Koryŏ history. This new past inscribed into a knowable past of state examinations, government offices and positions, service in Yuan China, and defense was to imbue the descent group with enhanced stature in the late Chosŏn period.

Designing Korean Ancestors

Much of the biographical data above has been introduced without criticism. But as indicated already, the accuracy of profiles of Hoe’s ancestors (and some immediate descendants, too) may be questioned. The 1926 T’aean Yi ssi sebo and other of the descent group’s genealogies depict the Koryŏ-period ancestors introduced above through representational strategies that inflated the stature of its members and thus the descent group, too, in Koryŏ. These strategies included civil service examination systems, government service in Koryŏ, government service in Yuan China’s empire, military valor, and imperial marriage.

Success at civil service examinations opened doors to government service and its attendant social stature and, potentially, political stature. The genealogies report frequent achievement in Koryŏ, and also in early Chosŏn, civil service examinations. In the profiles of Koryŏ ancestors, this created a constant presence of descent group men in Korean officialdom from the eleventh century into the early fifteenth century. Other men reached high-ranking military posts. In constructing a new means of entry into Yuan government service for Ch’ŏn, the genealogist(s) deployed the potential for employment through the triennial Yuan examination.

In Hoe’s direct line of ancestors, five men are reported as having passed civil service examinations in Koryŏ and Yuan China. In addition, Sung and Ham, two men not in Hoe’s direct line, are reported as having passed a “munkwa” examination during the reign of King Kongyang (r. 1389.11-1392.7) and the “Investiture Examination” (Ch’aekponsi) held “in Jianwen 2 during the reign of King T’aejong,” or in 1400, respectively. As T’aejong assumed the throne in
the eleventh month of that year, this examination could only have been held in
the eleventh month or the twelfth month. However, the Chosŏn government
gained investiture from the Emperor of Ming China after 1400. Sung was the
highest-ranked passer (changwŏn) of the former examination, and Ham was
the first son of Sung. Neither name appears in available examination rosters,
however.\footnote{For these two men see T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 2b. The “Koryŏ-cho kwagŏ sajŏk” dates an
examination held in 1388 (Hongwu 21) to “Kongyang wollyŏn” and a second examination in
1390 (Hongwu 23) to “Kongyang 2.” Yi Sung is not listed in either examination roster. (“Koryŏ-
cho kwagŏ sajŏk,” in Kukcho pangmok [Seoul: Kukhoe Tosŏgw'an, 1971], 531-534.) Yi Ham is
not listed in rosters of successful candidates of the higher civil service examinations conducted
during T’aejong’s reign. (Kukcho pangmok, 6-14.)} It is more likely that an examination that celebrated an important
achievement in the Chosŏn government’s first years was invented for an
ancestor to pass. The image of consistent presence in state governance is
blurred by inaccurate information for examinations in Koryŏ and Yuan China.

In the 1926 T’aean Yi ssi sebo Hoe, his father Kyŏng, and Sung are
recorded as having passed Koryŏ civil service examinations, and Hoe’s great-
grandfather Ch’ŏn as having succeeded at the Yuan government’s examination.
However, of the forty-one males identified from the seventh generation to the
fourteenth generation, or from Yanghwan’s generation to that of Kyŏng and
including ancestors not in Hoe’s direct line, twenty-eight are reported as having
held a civil administration post in Koryŏ or in Yuan China, six are reported to
have held posts confirmed to be Koryŏ military posts, and seven are recorded
without a government post. Among the twenty-eight males reported as having
held a civil administration post in Koryŏ or in Yuan China, six are reported to
have held Koryŏ government posts of the junior first grade, the senior second
grade, or the junior second grade, that is, to have been chaech’u. Calculated
differently, setting aside the six descent group members identified as Koryŏ
military officers and the seven members recorded without a government post,
nearly one-fourth of the twenty-eight males reported to have held Koryŏ civil
administration posts are said to have been chaech’u officials.

The six men identified in the 1926 genealogy as having been chaech’u are
found in the eighth, eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth generations. The first
ancestor so historicized was Yanghwan’s first son, Am. He is the only one
among these six ancestors to have been in Hoe’s direct line of descent. The next
two chaech’u officials were an elder brother of Hoin and a nephew of Hoin
born to another elder brother. The other three ancestors were two elder
brothers of Ch’ŏn (who is reported to have held posts of similar rank in Yuan
China) and the sixth son of Ch’ŏn. Ancestors who are reported to have been
chaech’u are found in successive generations in two instances: the elder brother of Hoin and Hoin’s nephew, and Ch’ŏn’s two elder brothers and his sixth son. In both cases the second holder was a nephew to the man (Hoin’s elder brother) or the men (Ch’ŏn’s two elder brothers) in the previous generation.

Also reported, and almost certainly introduced into the history of the T’aean Yi descent group, are appointments as ministers in the six boards. In Hoe’s direct line of descent, Cho, Hoin, and Yŏngsu held such posts. Hoin and Yŏngsu, who, to remind, was Hoe’s grandfather, also served in one or more of the three departments (Samsŏng). In addition, two of Yŏngsu’s younger brothers are recorded as having been ministers in the Board of Works (Kongjo) and the Board of Taxation (Hojo), respectively. The younger brother Yŏngbal would have served as the Kongjo pansŏ, or Minister of the Board of Works, either until 1356 or from in or after 1389.11, two periods when this office was called Kongjo.113 The other younger brother, Yŏnggŏn, would have served as the Hojo chŏnsŏ, or Minister of the Board of Taxation, from in or after 1389.11, when the office was first called Hojo.114 However, the post of Minister was not called “chŏnsŏ” after 1389.11, but “pansŏ” between 1389.11 and 1392.7.115 The absence of other biographical data about these two brothers and their invisibility in the Koryŏsa strengthens the view that they did not serve in these posts.

The number of chaech’u officials, six, and the number of ministers, five, is remarkable, especially as the Koryŏsa does not mention any of Hoe’s ancestors. Through the 1926 T’aean Yi ssi sebo (if not in an earlier genealogy, such as the 1871 printing,116 which I have not examined), the descent group ascribed to itself significance in the Koryŏ government, and in Koryŏ history, from the late eleventh century or the early twelfth century to the end of the fourteenth century. This history likely also served to help balance the descent group’s consistent absence from among passers of the Chosŏn government’s higher civil service examinations.

The accomplishments attributed to Hoe’s great-grandfather Ch’ŏn fitted a broader pattern of Korean service in the Yuan China government during the period when it influenced administration in Koryŏ. The Yuan court initiated recruitment through the civil service examination in 1313. This ladder to service had three rungs: the provincial examination, the metropolitan

113. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 5b; Koryŏsa 76.20a-21a.
114. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 5b; Koryŏsa 76.15b-17a.
115. Koryŏsa 46.31a [1392.1.28]; Koryŏsa 46.38b-39a [1392.4.22].
examination, and the palace examination. The provincial examination for which Koreans sat took place in Koryo. Successful candidates proceeded to the Yuan capital for the metropolitan examination. Koreans are known to have passed twelve of the eighteen metropolitan examinations held between 1315 and 1368 and to have served in Yuan China.

However, the Yuan court did not hold a metropolitan examination or a palace examination in 1353, the year in which Ch’ŏn is said to have passed. The entry for Ch’ŏn does not specify the type of examination for which he sat, but the posts listed in his profile indicate that he would have passed the metropolitan and palace examinations. However, Ch’ŏn is not included in a roster completed in the Chosŏn period of Koreans that passed Chinese government examinations in the fourteenth century and earlier. The Yuan government conducted the metropolitan and palace examinations in 1315, 1318, 1321, 1324, 1327, 1330, 1333, 1337, 1339, 1342, 1345, 1348, 1351, 1354, 1357, 1360, 1363, and 1366. Of these eighteen recruitment exercises, only those conducted in 1337 and in 1339, the latter restoring the three-year interval, diverged from the three-year cycle initiated with the 1315 and 1318 examinations. The years in which Koreans passed are the years in which the Yuan government conducted the metropolitan examination. Ch’ŏn does not appear in Ko Hyeryŏng’s list of fifteen Korean passers of the Yuan examination, either.

Judging from the year “1353,” Ch’ŏn did not pass the metropolitan examination. If he did not, then he did not hold the posts in China that are listed in the genealogy. The profile for Ch’ŏn, though, placed him among Koreans that passed the most prestigious civil service examination for which they were eligible and placed him in the currents of Yuan-Koryo/Koryo-Yuan relations. Service in the Yuan government would seem to have been an accepted symbol, and trope, of stature when Ch’ŏn’s profile was composed.

In the 1926 genealogy is another effort to enhance the descent group’s prestige and political status, and add luster to its history, through Koryo state examinations. As noted, Hoe and his father Kyŏng are reported to have passed their examinations in the same cohort as (the future) King T’aejong and his

---

117. For the Yuan government’s civil service examinations see Benjamin A. Elman, A Cultural History of Civil Examinations in Late Imperial China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), 33-37, 628-629, 646, and 649.
118. Tu˘nggwarok p’yŏneh’ŏn, 1b-2b.
father (the future) King T’aejo, respectively. Extant examination rosters do not record these two fathers, and Hoe’s successful candidacy is dated in genealogies to one year later so as to match the year in which King T’aejong, then Yi Pangwŏn, passed the higher civil service examination. The putative successes of his father and his great-grandfather endowed Hoe with examination passers in two of the three previous generations.

The inflation of achievement continued for descendants of Hoe in the early Chosŏn period. Wŏnho, who was a grandson of Hoe, is reported to have passed the higher civil service examination ranked first (changwŏn). However, in the profile the Chosŏn government held that examination in “Chengde 13,” “during the reign of King Tanjong.” This monarch’s reign lasted from 1452.5 to 1455. Intercalary 6, but Chengde 13 is the equivalent of 1448, or the thirtieth year of King Sejong’s reign (r. 1418.8-1450.2). That Chinese reign period ended in 1449.9 upon the enthronement of a new emperor. Wŏnho does not appear in the comprehensive list of higher civil service examination passers. The genealogy also has him as Town Magistrate of Kimhae County (Kimhae [Toho]pusa, junior third grade), in Kyŏngsang Province. And Hoe’s great-grandson Chi is reported to have passed the munkwa examination, to have held government office (sūptŏk[kwan]), and to have received posthumous promotion to the junior third grade post of Second Inspector in the Office of the Inspector-General (Sahŏnbu chibū). Chi, too, is not listed in available rosters of munkwa passers.

Augmentation did not overlook a sibling of Hoe, either. According to the 1978 T’aean Yi ssi sebo, Chŏn, who was the third son of Kyŏng and the youngest brother of Hoe, passed an examination during the reign of King Chŏngjong (r. 1398.9-1400.11). Further, Su (or, alternatively, Sok), the third son of Chŏn, is reported as having passed the literary licentiate examination during the reign of King Munjong (r. 1450.2-1452.5). Hyoil, who was the son of Chŏn’s first son Sŭng, also is reported as a successful candidate of the munkwa examination. None of these three men, Chŏn, Su, or Hyoil, are confirmed in extant examination rosters.

The assertion of tongbang relationships with King T’aejo and King T’aejong used examinations to link descent group members and the descent group to the ruling family of Chosŏn. According to the 1926 genealogy, King

121. T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 7b-8a.
T'aejong announced during a visit to Hwanghae Province in 1416 that he would appoint descendants of the T'aean Yi as County Magistrate of Munhwa County because the two fathers and the two sons had passed Koryo civil service examinations in the same year, respectively.\(^{123}\) In that genealogy the descent group claimed royal favor in the Choson period based upon a relationship established through the Koryo examination system that cannot be substantiated through available examination rosters. The genealogies deployed the higher civil service examination to several maneuvers designed to burnish and to enlarge the descent group’s presence in the central governments of Koryo and Choson, at least in the latter state’s first decades.

The T'aean Yi also embellished the genealogical version of their social stature and political stature through marriage. The immigrant ancestor Li Qi/Yi Ki and his son Yanghwan married women from the Kyongju Ch’oe and the Haeju Ch’oe families. Qi/Ki’s birth in the genealogies to Li Gang, a famous official in the Northern Song and Southern Song governments, inserted him upon his invented arrival into the equivalent layer of political society in Koryo. As noted, these two Korean families circulated in the ruling stratum of the early Koryo government. The Kyongju Ch’oe sent nine men into the government, and six of them became chaech’u. The Haeju Ch’oe sent at least thirteen men into the government between 981 and 1146, and eight of them became chaech’u.\(^{124}\) More recent ancestors of Hoe married with the Tongnae Ch’ong and the P’yongyang Cho descent groups in the fourteenth century. Members of these two descent groups entered Koryo government service through the civil service examinations.

In addition, a daughter of Hoe’s great-grandfather Ch’ön is reported to have married into the Yuan imperial family. The imperial son who became Emperor Ningzong wed that daughter. Her entry in the 1926 T’aean Yi ssi sebo is marked by four empty circles following the character for “daughter” (yô). The emperor’s temple name and title, “Yuan Ningzong Huangdi,” were printed in the top row of that folio side.\(^{125}\) This emperor died in 1332, or more than twenty years before Ch’ön is said to have passed the Yuan court’s higher civil service examination and entered government service in China. If she married in 1330 at the age of 15 se and was born when her father was 20 se, then Ch’ön would have been born in 1296. He would have been 58 se when he passed the

\(^{123}\) T’aean Yi ssi sebo, vol. 1, 6b; T’aean Yi ssi songye sebo, 4a, 2b.
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examination (not held) in 1353. Another way to calculate Ch’ŏn’s possible
birth year is through Hoe and Hoe’s father. Born in 1335, Kyŏng was 20 se at
Hoe’s birth in 1354. If Kyŏng’s father Yŏngsu was 20 se at Kyŏng’s birth, then
Yŏngsu was born in 1316. If Ch’ŏn was 20 se at Yŏngsu’s birth, then Ch’ŏn
was born in 1297. He would have been 57 se when he passed the examination
(not held) in 1353.

The marriage with the imperial family recorded in the genealogy fit another
pattern of Yuan-Koryŏ/Koryŏ-Yuan interaction. That betrothal inserted the
T’aean Yi among Koryŏ families whose daughters were sent to the Yuan court.
However, Ch’ŏn’s daughter does not appear in Chang Tongik’s list of Korean
women married to elite men in Yuan China.126 That is, there seem to be no
outside sources that confirm the genealogy. This husband of Ch’ŏn’s daughter
was born in 1326, became emperor in 1332 at the age of seven, ruled for fifty-
two days, and died in the eleventh month of 1332. His name was Irinji(n)bal,
his widow was “Empress Ta-li-yeh-t’e-mi-shih.”127 With Ch’ŏn’s inflated record
of success and service in Yuan China, his daughter’s marriage to Emperor
Ningzong, and the promotion of his sons to the highest-ranking posts in two of
the six boards, Hoe’s great-grandfather is a special presence in the genealogies
and the descent group’s constructed history.

In the peninsula, marriage linked the T’aean Yi to other northwestern
descent groups. Yanghwan, as noted, is reported to have married with the
Haeju Ch’oe. From the second half of the fourteenth century into the fifteenth
century, Hoe married with the Hwasan Yi (confirmed), Hoe’s father with the
P’yŏngyang Cho (not yet confirmed), Hoe’s daughter with the Yangsŏng Yi
(confirmed), and Hoe’s younger brother Chŏn with the Kaesŏng Wang (not yet
confirmed). Over three consecutive generations in the late fourteenth century
and the early fifteenth century occurred four marriages with two descent

126. Chang Tongik, Koryŏ bugi oegyosa yŏng’gu, 178-181. Also see Xi Lei, Yuandai Gaoli
gongnu zhidu yanjiu (Beijing: Minzu Chubanshe, 2003), 36-50, for a list of eighty entries
regarding Yuan court demands of the Koryŏ court for young female consorts from 1231 to 1363
in extant records.

(Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1990), 429, 365 note 289. In Pinyin, the name of the empress becomes
Da-li-ye-te-mi-shi. George Qingzhi Zhao renders the empress’ name without the hyphens. He
translates her biography in the Yuanshi as follows. “Empress Daluyetemishi of Ningzong was
from the Onggirat clan. She was designated as Empress in the tenth month of the third year of the
Zhishun era (1332). She died in the twenty-eighth year of the Zhizheng era (1368), and was
buried and received sacrifices together with Ningzong.” Her year of birth is unknown. A
photographic reproduction of a portrait of Daluyetemishi accompanies Zhao’s translation.
(George Qingzhi Zhao, Marriage as Political Strategy and Cultural Expression: Mongolian Royal
Marriages from World Empire to Yuan Dynasty [New York: Peter Lang, 2008], 252.)
groups with ancestral bases in Hwanghae Province (Hwasan Yi and Yangsŏng Yi), the Koryŏ royal family (albeit almost certainly to the daughter of someone distant from the monarch), and one descent group with its ancestral base in P'yŏngan Province (P'yŏngyang Cho). Hoe's daughter was the mother of Yi Sŭngso (1422-1484), who passed the classics licentiates examination ranked first in 1438, passed the higher civil service examination ranked first in 1447, reached the senior second grade post of Sixth State Councillor in the State Council (Ŭijŏngbu Chwach'amch'an) in 1482.128

The genealogy also displays the T'aean Yi as participants in important trends and events during the Koryŏ period. The three generations of Hoin, Ch'ŏn, and Yŏngsu lived in Yuan China, and Hoin and Ch'ŏn are reported to have served in the Yuan government in posts of improbably high rank. The T'aean Yi genealogies thus presented members as active in the Yuan government and contributing to the administration of Yuan China, Koryŏ, and T'amna. The author(s) of the profiles apparently considered government service in the Mongol empire in the fourteenth century worthy of exaggeration and emulation, and not a scar on the descent group or the individual's reputation.

Two examples of participation in regional events also enliven the depictions of ancestors. First, Cho is reported to have fought against the invading Mongols at Koran-sa temple. Second, upon returning to Koryŏ after the fall of the Yuan government, Yŏngsu fought against the Red Turbans and was recognized for his meritorious service. These two ancestors are depicted as having helped protect the country against external aggression.

To speculate, the genealogies concentrated on Ch'ŏn because the Ssijok wŏllyu begins its record for the T'aean Yi with him. From his move to Yuan (ip Wŏn) and service as Myriarch Commander in the T'amna Myriarchy for the Yuan government grew a profile that treated him as having passed the Yuan higher civil service examination, served in posts superior to the T'amna command, married his daughter to an imperial son who would become, or had already became emperor, and received royal ennoblement as the T'aean Puwŏngun. And listing this profile behind two older brothers who were presented as having reached chaech'u posts in the Koryŏ government set his career as normal among his siblings. The Ssijok wŏllyu exposes his presence in the higher-ranking Yuan positions as accessories added after Cho Chongun

128. Sŏngjong sillok 149.17a-b [1482.12.25]; Sŏngjong sillok 162.8a-9a [1484.1.10]; Kukcho pangmok, 28-29. Sŭngso received the honorary title of Yangsŏnggun in 1482.3. (Sŏngjong sillok 139.2a [1482.3.2]; reported again in Sŏngjong sillok 144.18b [1482.8.13].)
completed this collection of lineage records around 1657. Hoe is the first member in his direct line of Koryǒ ancestors for whom several aspects of his career and activities can be confirmed in outside texts.

Conclusion

The genealogy was the best medium for advancing a past of higher political and social stature. For the T’aean Yi, embellished profiles of Korean ancestors were attempts to enhance the descent group’s history, disseminate its claimed contributions to the political and social histories of Koryǒ and Chosǒn, and raise its social stature in Chosǒn. Success in government examinations, service in civil administration posts of the third grade and higher, and marriage with prominent families in Koryǒ and the imperial family in Yuan China would reflect the descent group well in late Chosǒn society. So too would the presence of Chinese ancestors and in-laws in high-ranking government positions in Northern Song and their contributions to the spread of Neo-Confucianism. Might those involved in compilation have expected few contemporary readers to endeavor to verify information about the Koryǒ ancestors, and thus the history, presented in the genealogy?

The fictions for the forefathers were the core of the project of inventing a past and constructing a memory of that past. History was a seed for this form of writing, and a veil for the exaggerations built in part upon the seeming accuracy of details. The genealogy performed history work in providing a new past confirmed in part by genealogy as a genre of history writing, and it performed memory work in constructing a shared recollection among, at the least, descent group members. Descent provided discourses through which stature could be claimed in a historical culture, a phrase which Daniel Woolf describes as “a convenient shorthand for the perceptual and cognitive web of relations between past, present, and future,” that validated genealogy compilation.129 How historical culture in the late Chosǒn period encouraged

129. Daniel Woolf, The Social Circulation of the Past: English Historical Culture 1500-1730 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 9. Woolf also notes “the desire of certain worthies [in England] to trace their family ancestry back to the remotest antiquity . . . .” (Woolf, The Social Circulation of the Past, 9.) I thank my colleague, Kei Nasu, for introducing me to Woolf’s writing on historiography. And similar practices may be found in Japanese genealogies. For example, the Ochi, a samurai family, traced their origins to Emperor Kōrei, a mythological emperor who “reigned” from 290 B.C.E. to 215 B.C.E. (“Ochi keizu,” in Gunsho ruijū keizubushū, vol. 6 [Tokyo: Zoku Gunsho Ruijū Kanseikai, 1985], 136.) Tokugawa Ieyasu’s invention of a family link to Minamoto Yoritomo, placement in the Minamoto lineage, which traced back to Emperor
and validated invention of the past, especially within a text that carefully presented, and could also correct, biographical data of men and women of the Chosŏn period, is perhaps a theme for future research.

As for Yi Hoe, he is the first member of the T’aean Yi descent group confirmed as having passed a higher civil service examination in Koryŏ or Yuan China. He is the first member whose bureaucratic career can be followed outside the genealogies. And because his career has been confirmed in other sources, he is the first man in the Koryŏ generations whose profile can be read with confidence in its accuracy.

The exaggeration of his ancestors, however, recast Hoe’s career as typical among men in the Koryŏ generations. He, rather, was a rare example in the T’aean Yi of accomplishment in categories that enhanced political stature and social stature in the late Koryŏ period and the early Chosŏn period. Reading Hoe’s life without examining the profiles of ancestors would have left his significance in the T’aean Yi’s history obscured by hagiography.

Seiwa, having been considered of benefit for assuming the post of shogun, is but another example.